Addy - Civil War America (041370)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, American Girls, 1997
Addy and her family try to shape a new life in Philadelphia after having been a slave. Addy goes to school where she learns to read and write. Contains: 1 Doll (Addy); 1 Hairbrush; 1 Doll stand; 1 Lunch pail (1 pie, 1 bunch of grapes; 4 cookies - LOVE, 1 napkin); 1 Paper doll book; 1 Theater kit (4 playscripts, 1 director's guide, 1 play poster); 1 Craft book; 1 Cookbook; 1 Bookbag (1 slate pencil, 1 double slate); 1 Abacus; 1 Miniature reader; 6 Hardcover storybooks set; 1 Paperback storybook; 1 Storybooks teacher's guide with picture map; 3 Posters; 4 Lesson cards; 1 Desk; and 1 Bench.
Subjects: Afro-Americans, Schools - Fiction, Slavery in the United States, United States - History - 1815-1861, United States - History - 1865-1898,

Adirondack Stories and Songs (592943)
Kit, Intermediate - Middle School - Junior - Senior High, , 1998
"Adirondack Tall Tales" contains a collection of "Bill Greenfield" tales from the Southern Adirondacks as told by Joseph Bruchac with traditional music accompaniment played by John Kirk. "Leatherstocking Country" is a collection of songs by local artist Len Price about local history topics. Contains: 2 Audio cassettes.
Subjects: Adirondack Mountains, New York (State) - Legends, Storytelling,

Anansi and the Moss-Covered Rock (593733)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Lakeshore Learning Materials, 1989
1 Book: ANANSI AND THE MOSS-COVERED ROCK/retold by Eric A. Kimmel. Use the storytelling apron to act out the tale of the spider Anansi who uses a rock to trick the other animals until Deer teaches him a lesson. Folktales told in West Africa and the Caribbean. Contains: 1 Apron with 12 soft sculpture storytelling pieces (mossy rock, spider, lion, yams, elephant, bananas, deer, coconuts, giraffe, zebra, hippo, and rhino); 1 Activty guide; 1 Apron guide.
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Folklore, Africa, Spiders - Fiction, Stevens, Janet, Kimmel, Eric, Arachnids - Fiction,

Animal Boogie Story Sack (597832)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Primary, Storysack Ltd., 2000
Enjoy this fiction and non-fiction pair of books about animals. 2 Books: THE ANIMAL BOOGIE/by Debbie Harter - Rhyming text presents animals as they dance their way in and around the jungle. Guess the animal from the clues in the song. WHAT CAN I SEE: JUNGLE - Explore and identify the familiar and less familiar from toucans and tapirs to vines and vipers. Contains: 1 Guide for Parents booklet; 1 Activity card; 1 DVD (The Animal Boogie Dance - 18:00); 1 CD/accompanies the book (The Animal Boogie); 6 Puppets (Vulture, Cobra Snake, Leopard, Monkey, Sloth Bear, and Indian Elephant); in a purple sack.
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Jungle Animals, Rhyme, Songs,

Anne Frank's World (595403)
Kit, Middle School - Junior High - Senior High, Jackdaw Publications, 2006
Primary sources including narratives, photos, diary pages, and others reveal the world outside of Anne Frank's hiding place. Contains: 1 Broadsheet Essay/Timeline sheet; 1 Glossary; and 8 Primary Source Documents. Compiled by Robert Sugar.
Collection: Primary Source Kits
Subjects: Frank, Anne, Jews - Persecution, World War, 1939-1945, Primary sources,

Arnold Lobel (596473)
Kit, Primary, National School Products, 2007
A collection of resources for teaching with books by popular children's author Arnold Lobel. Dolls, teacher's guide, books, and audio cassettes read-alouds bring lessons to life. Contains 3 Books: SMALL PIG - After the farmer's wife cleans up all of his good, soft mud, Small Pig decides to run away; UNCLE ELEPHANT - Uncle Elephant cares for his nephew when his parents are temporarily lost at sea; FABLES (Caldecott Medal) - Twenty fables about an array of characters from crocodile to ostrich. 7 Book and audio cassette sets: MOUSE TALES - Papa Mouse tells the youngsters 7 bedtime stories; MOUSE SOUP - Mouse convinces Weasel he needs ingredients from several stories to make a mouse soup; OWL AT HOME - Relates five adventures of Owl; FROG AND TOAD TOGETHER - Five adventures of two best friends as they share cookies, plant a garden, and test their bravery; SAM THE MINUTEMAN/ My Nathaniel Benchley - Sam is frightened, but he bravely fights in the first battle of the Revolutionary War; FROG AND TOAD ARE FRIENDS - 5 adventures of the two best friends. 1 Teacher's guide (Teaching With Favorite Arnold Lobel Books); 2 Dolls: Frog and Toad.
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Authors, Children's, Children's Literature, Friendship - Fiction, Frogs - Fiction, Lobel, Arnold, Toads - Fiction,

Arthur (041439)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, , 1997
Enjoy all of Arthur the Aardvark's adventures. Contents: 23 Hardcover books: ARTHUR'S THANKSGIVING; ARTHUR'S APRIL FOOL; ARTHUR'S VALENTINE; ARTHUR'S BIRTHDAY; ARTHUR'S HALLOWEEN; ARTHUR'S CHRISTMAS; ARTHUR'S FAMILY VACATION; ARTHUR GOES TO CAMP; ARTHUR MEETS THE PRESIDENT; ARTHUR'S FIRST SLEEPOVER; ARTHUR BABYSITS; ARTHUR'S BABY; ARTHUR'S NEW PUPPY; ARTHUR'S PET BUSINESS; ARTHUR'S EYES; ARTHUR'S NOSE; ARTHUR'S TOOTH; ARTHUR'S CHICKEN POX; ARTHUR'S TV TROUBLE; ARTHUR WRITES A STORY; ARTHUR AND THE TRUE FRANCINE; ARTHUR'S COMPUTER DISASTER; and TEACHER TROUBLE. 4 Teacher's guides (Play & Learn with Arthur - Vol. 1 & 2, Story Writing with Arthur, and Learn to Read with Arthur). 4 Dolls: Arthur, Francine, D.W., and Puppy Pal.
Subjects: Brown, Marc, Children's Literature, Schools - Fiction, Arthur Lesson Plan Kit (041440)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, , 1991
Subjects: Authors, Children's, Brown, Marc,
Asian Folktales (599842)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, National School Products, 2013
Folktales from China, Japan, India and Vietnam give students an introduction to Asian culture. Contents: 1 Dragon Doll; 8 Books: THE FIVE CHINESE BROTHERS by Claire Huchet Bishop - Five look alike brothers outwit the executioner using their extraordinary individual qualities; TOAD IS THE UNCLE OF HEAVEN, a Vietnamese Folk tale retold by Jeanne M. Lee - Toad leads a group of animals to ask the King of Heaven to send rain to the parched earth; THE SEVEN CHINESE BROTHERS by Margaret Mahy - Another retelling of the five look alike brothers who fool the emperor; THE EMPEROR AND THE KITE by Jane Yolen - When the emperor is imprisoned in a high tower, his smallest daughter, often ignored, uses her kite to save him; THE MONKEY AND THE CROCODILE by Paul Galdone - tale from India of a crocodile trying to catch a tricky monkey for supper; THE STORY OF CHOPSTICKS by Ying Chang Compestine - A small Chinese boy invents a way to grab his share of food while it is still hot; TWO OF EVERYTHING by Lily Toy Hong
Subjects: Asia - Fiction, Children's Literature, Folklore, Folklore, China, Multicultural Studies,

Barn of Books (592025)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, CA, , 2002
Kit contains a wide variety of resources for teaching students about agriculture and life on a farm. 7 Books: VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR/by Eric Carle - This hungry caterpillar eats its way right through the pages of this book; EXTRA CHEESE, PLEASE: MOZZARELLA'S JOURNEY FROM COW TO PIZZA/by Chris Peterson - Ms. Peterson and her husband, Gary, own and run a dairy farm in Wisconsin. Shows the steps of cheese making for younger readers--beginning with the moment a calf is born and its mother first gives milk; PUMPKIN CIRCLE/by George Levenson - Rhyming text and photographs follow a pumpkin patch as it grows and changes, from seeds to plants to pumpkins, to jack-o-lanterns and then to seeds again; RICE/ by Marcia Eames-Sheavly - Explore rice's history, cultivation, uses, recipes, cultural connections, and more (with activity sheets); HUMBLE POTATO/ by Marcia Eames-Sheavly - The history, planting through harvesting, and recipes of the potato are covered (with activity sheets); GREAT AMERICAN PEANUT by Marcia Eames-Sheavly - Learn about growing the peanut, its history, how it got to America, recipes, and more (with activity sheets); THREE SISTERS: EXPLORING IROQUOIS GARDEN/ by Marcia Eames-Sheavly - Three Sisters system of gardening is explained (with activity sheets); 6 VHS: Summer on the Farm (1 parent/teacher manual); Baby Farm Animals & Friends; Apple Farming for Kids (cc); Ten Things Kids Want to Know About Farming (with lesson plan); Dairy Farming for Kids (cc); Dairy Cows. Teacher resources: Cotton Poster; Bud's World (teacher notebook); Farm Facts Lesson Plans; All About Apples (activities and resource packet); (3) Intro/contents sheets; and Planner sheet.
Subjects: Agriculture, Farm Life, Farms,

Bastet (592153)
Kit, Primary, Color, Marsh Media, 2001
A story about loyal friends. Bastet the cat shares her life on the streets of Cairo, Egypt with her best friend Sabah. One day another cat tries to lure Bastet away with the promise of getting into the Egyptian Museum to see Tutankhamun's golden mask. Endpapers include information on Egypt. Contains: 1 DVD (15:00); 1 Hard Cover Story Book: BASTET/by Linda Talley, illustrated by Itoko Maeno; 1 Teacher's Guide; and 1 Home Ties Activity Book.
Subjects: Cats - Fiction, Character Education, Friendship - Fiction, Maeno, Itoko, Egypt - Fiction, Talley, Linda,

Bea's Own Good (592158)
Kit, Primary, Color, Marsh Media, 1997
A story about the importance of following rules. A young French honeybee learns that rules keep the honeycomb strong, make the best honey, and keep the bees safe. End papers feature information about bees and France. Contains: 1 DVD (15:00); 1 Hard Cover Story Book: BEA'S OWN GOOD/by Linda Talley, illustrated by Andra Chase; 1 Teacher's Guide; and 1 Home Ties Activity Book.
Subjects: Bees, Character Education, Cooperativeness, France - Fiction, Chase, Andra, Talley, Linda,

Berenstain Bears - Variety Kit I (040049)
Kit, Primary, Random House Inc., 1971
30 Books (3 titles). BEARS IN THE NIGHT (10 copies) - Seven bears sneak out of bed, through the window, and across the dark countryside to investigate the source of a noise. It turns out to be an owl hooting in the trees. BEARS ON WHEELS (10 copies) - An acrobatic act begins with one bear on a unicycle and ends with twenty-one bears and sixteen wheels flying through the air. A counting book. BEAR DETECTIVES: CASE OF THE MISSING PUMPKIN (10 copies) - Bear detectives attempt to locate Farmer Ben's prize-winning pumpkin. Papa bear and his dog Snuff are sure they can find him first. But the bear detectives use common sense and clues to learn that Mrs. Ben made a pie with Farmer Ben's prize pumpkin. Authors and Illustrators: Stan and Jan Berenstain. Reading Level 1, Interest Level P-2
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Bears - Fiction, Mystery and Detective Stories,

Berenstain Bears - Variety Kit II (040052)
Kit, Primary, Random House Inc., 1968
30 Books (3 titles). THE BEARS' PICNIC (10 copies) - The Bear family looks for a perfect place for a picnic. All the picnic spots turned out to be unpleasant so Mother decides the best spot after all is their cozy kitchen. THE BEARS' VACATION (10 copies) - Papa Bear shows Brother the wrong way to obey safety rules on the Bears' summer vacation. BERENSTAINS' B BOOK (10 copies) - A brown bear, a blue bull, and a beautiful baboon encounter many things beginning with the letter B. Authors and Illustrators: Stan and Jan Berenstain. Reading Level 1, Interest Level P-2
Subjects: Alphabet, Animals - Fiction, Safety - Fiction, Vacations - Fiction,

Best Friends and the Adventures of Taxi Dog (041457)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, CA, GPN Educational Media, 2000
Closed-captioned. Books, videos, and activities have a dog theme. Integrated curriculum activities include learning about dogs and disabilities, collecting data, writing, puppet shows, and many more. Contains 2 Books: BEST FRIENDS/by Steven Kellogg - Kathy feels lonely and betrayed when her best friend goes away for the summer and has a wonderful time. THE ADVENTURES OF TAXI DOG/debra and sal barracca - A stray dog in New York City is adopted by a taxi driver and they ride together and share adventures each day. 2 VHS (Best Friends - 30:00 and The Adventures of Taxi Dog - 30:00); 1 Curriculum Guide; 1 Dog hand puppet; 1 Pet dish; 1 Braille alphabet card; in 1 Pet carrier.
Subjects: Dogs - Fiction, Pets, Reading, Social Sciences,

Big Mouth Puppets (592365)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Lakeshore Learning Materials, 2003
Large, easy to use puppets allow students to create professional looking shows. Contains: 4 Big Mouth Puppets: Hispanic boy, Afro-American boy, Asian girl, Caucasian girl (each 22" tall); 1 Book: AMAZINGLY EASY PUPPET PLAYS/dee anderson - For the novice as well as the more experienced puppeteer, choose from 42 scripts as suggestions to inspire creativity. Show how to bring puppets to life and how to become comfortable maneuvering puppets and talking for them as well as staging the skits. Scripts range from variations on traditional children's tales to some that promote reading and libraries.
Subjects: Puppets, Anderson, Dee,
Biscuit Variety Kit (595786)
30 Books (10 books each of 3 titles). BISCUIT - It's time for bed but Biscuit the yellow puppy keeps asking for things so he can stay up a little longer. BISCUIT FINDS A FRIEND - Biscuit helps a little duck find its way home to the pond. BISCUIT GOES TO SCHOOL - Biscuit follows the school bus where he meets the teacher and takes part in the activities of the class. Author: Alyssa Satin Capucilli. Reading Level .08, Interest Level P-K
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Dogs - Fiction, Ducks - Fiction, Pets - Fiction, Schools - Fiction, Capucilli, Alyssa Satin

Born to Read (597675)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Primary, Perma-Bound, 2009
7 Books: BORN TO READ/by Judy Sierra, 2 copies (1 Big Book, 1 Smaller book); THE BEST PLACE TO READ and THE BEST TIME TO READ/by Debbie Bertram & Susan Bloom; THE BOY WHO LOVED WORDS/by Roni Schotter; WILD ABOUT BOOKS/by Judy Sierra; and I CAN READ WITH MY EYES SHUT/by Dr. Seuss. A collection of fiction celebrating the joys of becoming a reader and reading with others.
Subjects: Books and Reading, Children's Literature, Dr Seuss, Sierra, Judy, Reading - Fiction, Schotter, Roni, Bloom, Susan, Bertram, Debbie,

Carnival of the Animals (592875)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Music in Motion, 1999
Introduces students to instrumentation and classical music in a musical portrayal of the animal kingdom. Kit allows teachers to extend the learning. Contains: 1 Book with CD (Carnival of the Animals⁄by Camille Saint-Saëns and Barrie Carson Turner, illustrated by Sue Williams - 23:00); 4 Masks (lion, elephant, rooster, donkey); 2 Bones; 1 Puppet: Tortoise: 1 Bird: Parrot; and 1 Packet of activity sheets.
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, musical instruments,

Celebrating Chinese New Year (598838)
Kit, Primary, Asia for Kids/Master Communications, 2011
3 Books: LUCKY NEW YEAR⁄by Mary Man-Kong; BRINGING IN THE NEW YEAR⁄by Grace Lin; CELEBRATING CHINESE NEW YEAR ACTIVITY BOOK⁄by Hingman Chan - All are resources for sharing Chinese New Year with young children. Contains: 1 Paper Chinese Dragon Decoration; 12 Paper Lanterns.
Subjects: China - Social Life and Customs, Holidays, Multicultural Studies,

Charles R. Smith, Jr. (597656)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School - Junior/Senior, Perma-Bound, 2009
Enjoy an assortment of the sports themed poetry and stories by Charles R. Smith, Jr. Contains 12 books: CHAMELEON; DANCE WITH ME; DIAMOND LIFE: BASEBALL SIGHTS, SOUNDS, AND SWINGS; HOOP KINGS; HOOP QUEENS; I AM AN AMERICAN; LET'S PLAY BASKETBALL; THE MIGHTY 12: SUPERHEROES OF GREEK MYTH; RIMSHOTS; SHORT TAKES; TWELVE ROUNDS OF GLORY: THE STORY OF MUHAMMAD ALI; DIAMOND LIFE: BASEBALL SIGHTS, SOUNDS, AND SWINGS; SHORT TAKES; and WINNING WORDS. 2 Laminated activity sheets: Response and Expression.
Subjects: American Poetry, Poets, American, Smith, Charles R., Jr.,

Christmas Around the World (041362)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Color, , 1996
13 Books: CHRISTMAS IN SPAIN; CHRISTMAS IN WASHINGTON, DC; CHRISTMAS IN IRELAND; CHRISTMAS IN THE HOLY LAND; CHRISTMAS IN RUSSIA; CHRISTMAS IN ITALY; CHRISTMAS IN DENMARK; CHRISTMAS IN CANADA; CHRISTMAS IN FRANCE; CHRISTMAS IN BRITAIN; CHRISTMAS IN TODAY'S GERMANY; CHRISTMAS IN BRAZIL; and CHRISTMAS IN THE PHILIPPINES - A collection of World Books that describes in text and illustrations how Christmas is celebrated in other countries. Includes stories, songs, recipes, and craft projects. 1 DVD: Christmas Around the World - 23:00.
Subjects: Christmas, Holidays, Multicultural Studies,

Civil War Library (590832)
Kit, Intermediate - Middle School - Junior High, , 2000
A collection of 28 assorted titles on the Civil War. Includes fiction and non-fiction with reading levels for older elementary and middle school students. Contents (28) books: AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: A HOUSE DIVIDED⁄by Edward F. Dolan - Account of the Civil War from its causes, dominant figures of the era to its final battles. ABRAHAM LINCOLN⁄by L.L. Owens - Early life to death of Abraham Lincoln. AMERICA'S CIVIL WAR⁄by L.L. Owens - Covers life during the war, leaders, and the end of the Civil War. BEHIND THE BLUE AND GRAY⁄by Delia Ray - Traces the events of the Civil War from the first battle to the surrender. BOYS' WAR⁄by Jim Murphy - Diary entries, personal letters, & archival photographs describing the experiences of boys sixteen years old or younger. BROTHERS AT WAR⁄by L.L. Owens - Two brothers fight for opposite sides of the Civil War. BULL RUN⁄by Paul Fleischman - Describes the first battle of the Civil War. THE BURNING OF THE VALLEY⁄by Anne Schraff - Family life during the Civil War.
CHARLEY SKEDADDLE⁄by Patricia Beaty - Charley joins the Union Army to avenge his brother's death. THE CIVIL WAR: MOMENTS IN HISTORY⁄by Shirley Jordan - Photographs, text, and paintings depict life in the times during the Civil War. DANGEROUS PROMISE⁄by Joan Lowery Nixon - Mike Kelly is too young to join the Army so he secretly trains for the day he can. DAVID'S JOURNEY ON THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD⁄by Linda Sibley - David and his family use his grandfather's time travel machine to travel to 1853 Ohio, where they assist runaway slaves on their journey north on the Underground Railroad. DIARY OF A DRUMMER BOY⁄by Marlene Targ Brill - Fictionalized diary of a 12-year-old boy who joins the Union Army as a drummer boy and ends up fighting in the Civil War. THE DREAMS OF MAIRHE MEHAN⁄by Jennifer Armstrong - Mairhe, who lives in an Irish slum in Washington, DC, struggles to understand impact of the Civil War on her family; GETTYSBURG ADDRESS BY ABRAHAM LINCOLNillusrated by Michael McCurdy - The so-ca
GETTYSBURG ADDRESS BY ABRAHAM LINCOLNillusrated by Michael McCurdy - The so-called Bliss text, the last from Lincoln's hand, is the text used for this book. JAYHAWKER⁄by Patricia Beaty - Story of a guerrilla fighter against slavery who avenges his father's death. JEB STUART⁄by Lena Y. de Grummond & Lynn de Grummond Delaune - One of the most colorful figures in the Civil War. LETTER FOR MR. LINCOLN⁄by Alvin Robert Cunningham - Covers the shooting of President Lincoln, causes of the war, and more. MR. LINCOLN'S DRUMMER⁄by G. Clifton Wisler - Recounts the exploits of Willie Johnston, 11-year-old Civil War drummer who became the youngest recipient of the Congressional Medal of Honor. RIFLES FOR WATIE⁄by Harold Keith - Story using the diaries and journals of Civil War veterans. SHADES OF GRAY⁄by Carolyn Reeder - At the end of the Civil War, 12-year-old Will, having lost his family, must leave his home to live with his aunt and the uncle he considers a "traitor". STONEWALL⁄by Jean Fritz - Biograp
TALES OF THE CIVIL WARretold by Peg Hall - Tales of heroism, cleverness, and forgiveness. THUNDER AT GETTYSBURG⁄by Patricia Lee Gauch - Family caught in the middle of a battle between the North and South. UNITED IN FREEDOM⁄by Marcia Lynch - Twins, one free and one a slave, haven't seen each other since they were infants. During the Civil War, they are reunited under tragic circumstances. VOICES FROM THE CIVIL WAR⁄by Milton Meltzer - Contains letters, diaries, memoirs, interviews, ballads, newspaper articles, and speeches during the Civil War. WHICH WAY TO FREEDOM⁄by Joyce Hansen - Based on actual events and little known details about the life of runaway slaves in the Civil War. WITH EVERY DROP OF BLOOD⁄by James Lincoln & Christopher Collier - Struggle of a Civil War soldier.
Subjects: United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865,
Dinosaur Collection (041573)
Kit, Primary, Demco, 1994

A combination of humor and fact creates a fun filled dinosaur unit for very young students. Contains 2 Books: THE BIG BOOK OF DINOSAURS/ by Angela Wilkes - Full-color photographs of life-like models plus detailed illustrations, the book offers simple text describing interesting features. Questions encourage children to compare various dinosaurs; DINOSAUR ROAR/by Paul Stickland - Illustrations and rhyming text present all kinds of dinosaurs, including ones that are sweet, grumpy, spiky, or lumpy; 1 Puzzle; 1 Animix dinosaur doll (14 interchangeable body part pieces that attach to body with velcro).

Subjects: Dinosaurs, Rhyme,

Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs (041335)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, , 1994

A variety of resources to enhance a dinosaur unit. 11 Books: THE TIME TREKKERS VISIT THE DINOSAURS/by Kate Needham; PREHISTORIC NORTH AMERICA: THE DINOSAURS/by Richard Krueger; I WONDER WHY: TRICERATOPS HAD HORNS & OTHER QUESTIONS ABOUT DINOSAURS/by Rod Theodorou; WHAT COLOR IS THAT DINOSAUR?/ by Lowell Dingus; DINOSAURS AND PREHISTORIC CREATURES/by Michael Teitelbaum; FIRST FACTS - DINOSAURS/by Michael Benton; DINOWORLD: BRACHIOSAURUS; DINOWORLD: DEINONYCHUS; DINOWORLD: STEGOSAURUS; DINOWORLD: TYRANNOSAURUS/by Glenn W. Storrss; CRAFTS FOR KIDS WHO ARE WILD ABOUT DINOSAURS/by Kathy Ross. 1 VHS: Dinosaurs - 27:00.

Subjects: Dinosaurs, Paleontology,

The Doorbell Rang (591820)
Kit, Primary, Lakeshore Learning Materials, 1986

Contains 1 Book: THE DOORBELL RANG/by Pat Hutchins - When Ma bakes a batch of cookies, children flock to share them. Conveys the concepts of sharing and simple math; 1 Baking pan; 13 Cookies; 1 Doorbell; 1 Teacher's guide.

Subjects: Children's Literature, Hutchins, Pat, Values,

Dora the Explorer (597740)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Primary, Simon Spotlight/Nick Jr., 2009

30 Books (3 titles - 10 each). DORA'S FIRST TRIP/adapted by Molly Reisner; DORA'S BACKPACK/ adapted by Sarah Wilson; DORA GOES TO SCHOOL/adapted Leslie Valdes. Explore the world of Dora with these bilingual books that include Spanish phrases, puzzles, games, and stories. Based on the Nick Jr. Series.

Subjects: Children's Literature, Hispanic-Americans - Fiction, School Children - Fiction, Valdes, Leslie, Wilson, Sarah, Reisner, Molly,

Dr. Seuss - Variety Kit I (040057)
Kit, Primary, Random House Inc., 1958

30 Books (3 titles). CAT IN THE HAT (10 copies) - One cold, wet day, an unusual cat came to visit two children and played some very messy tricks on them. CAT IN THE HAT COMES BACK (10 copies) - The troublesome cat makes a return visit to Sally and her brother. He calls upon cats A-Z to help clean up the mess he makes. DR SEUSS'S ABC (10 copies) - Each letter of the alphabet is illustrated in text and pictures. 1 DVD (The Cat in the Hat); (Daisy-Head Mayzie); and The Hoobler-Bloob Highway). 25:00. 3 Audio cassettes, 1 Teacher's guide. Author: Dr. Seuss.

Subjects: Alphabet, Animals - Fiction, Cats - Fiction, Dr Seuss, Nonsense Verses,
Expectations (041286)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School - Junior/Senior, Braille Institute of America, 2000
Subjects: Blindness, Braille Books, Disabilities, Vision,

Fairy Tales: Graduated Spanish (592877)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, 90 min, Weston Woods, 2002
Three traditional fairy tales are presented first in English and then, more and more Spanish words and phrases are inserted. Eventually students can watch the story entirely in Spanish. Uses Weston Woods animation. Contains: 5 VHS in 2 large cases - One VHS covers each level. Levels 0, 1, & 2 are in one case and Levels 3 & 4 are in the second case. 2 Teacher's guides (one for each case). Covers stories of Chicken Little, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, and The Emperor's New Clothes.
Subjects: Fairy Tales, Spanish Language,

Favorite Fairy Tales (041386)
Kit, PIMJ, 1997
Retellings of classic fairy tales from 16 different countries. 16 Small Soft Cover Books: FAVORITE FAIRY TALES TOLD IN -- INDIA, RUSSIA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, DENMARK, GERMANY, GREECE, FRANCE, ENGLAND, NORWAY, POLAND, SPAIN, SWEDEN, SCOTLAND, ITALY, IRELAND, AND JAPAN/Retold by Virginia Haviland. 9 Large Soft Cover Books with activities and Black Line Masters: LITERATURE BASED MULTICULTURAL UNIT -- RUSSIA, SOUTH KOREA, VIETNAM, NIGERIA, JAPAN, CHINA, BRAZIL, INDIA, and MEXICO/by Betsy Franco.
Subjects: Fairy Tales, Multicultural Studies,

Felicity - Colonial America (041371)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, American Girls, 1997
Felicity goes to school in Colonial America. The Revolutionary War brings major changes to her life. Contains: 1 Doll (Felicity); 1 Hairbrush; 1 Doll stand; 1 Wooden tea chest (caddy); 1 Tea cup and saucer; 1 Silver spoon; 1 Muffin; 1 Cloth napkin; 1 Paper Doll Kit (8 outfits with accessories, 1 paper doll - Felicity, 1 paper lamb - Posie, 2 direction sheets); 1 theater kit (4 playscripts, 1 director's guide); 1 Craft book; 1 Cookbook; 1 Knwell (heart shaped); 1 Silver sander; 1 Hornbook; 1 Quill; 6 Hardcover storybooks set; 1 Paperback storybook (Felicity Learns a Lesson); 1 Storybooks teacher's guide with picture map; 4 Lesson cards; 4 Posters (2 Explore the Mohawk Valley, 1 Capitals of the Virginia Colony 1774, 1 Colonies in Felicity's Time 1774); 1 Felicity: 1774 Colonial America sheet; 1 Felicity's School Story paper pamphlet; 1 Writing chair.
Subjects: Schools - Fiction, United States - History - Colonial Period, United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783, United States - Social Life and Customs, Virginia,

Felicity goes to school in Colonial America. The Revolutionary War brings major changes to her life. Contains: 1 Doll (Felicity); 1 Hairbrush; 1 Doll stand; 1 Wooden tea chest (caddy); 1 Tea cup and saucer; 1 Silver spoon; 1 Muffin; 1 Cloth napkin; 1 Paper Doll Kit (8 outfits with accessories, 1 paper doll - Felicity, 1 paper lamb - Posie, 2 direction sheets); 1 theater kit (4 playscripts, 1 director's guide); 1 Craft book; 1 Cookbook; 1 Knwell (heart shaped); 1 Silver sander; 1 Hornbook; 1 Quill; 6 Hardcover storybooks set; 1 Paperback storybook (Felicity Learns a Lesson); 1 Storybooks teacher's guide with picture map; 4 Lesson cards; 4 Posters (2 Explore the Mohawk Valley, 1 Capitals of the Virginia Colony 1774, 1 Colonies in Felicity's Time 1774); 1 Felicity: 1774 Colonial America sheet; 1 Felicity's School Story paper pamphlet; 1 Writing chair.
Subjects: Schools - Fiction, United States - History - Colonial Period, United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783, United States - Social Life and Customs, Virginia,

Gingerbread Men Compared (041503)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, , 1998
A variety of tellings of the Gingerbread Man including versions from other cultures. Includes 12 books: THE CAJUN GINGERBREAD BOY/Boy by Berne A moss - Classic tale with a Cajun twist (Interactive gingerbread boy to add to each page as you read the story), GINGERBREAD MAN/by Jim Aylesworth - Gingerbread Man escapes when he is taken out of the oven and eludes pursuers until he meets a fox; GINGERBREAD MAN/John A. Rowe - Same classic tale except the Gingerbread Man was baked by a mother mouse; GINGERBREAD MAN/Barbara Baumgartner - Classic tale; GINGERBREAD BOY/Richard Gielis - Classic tale with Gingerbread boy; GINGERBREAD BOY/Paul Goldone - Classic tale with Gingerbread boy; GINGERBREAD BOY/Harriet Ziefert - Classic tale with Gingerbread boy; STINKY CHEESE MAN & OTHER FAIRLY STUPID TALES/Janice T Scieszka - Madcap revisions of familiar fairy tales; GINGERBREAD DAYS/Che tain, Thomas - Poems for each month celebrate the themes of family love, individuality, and African American identity; GINGERBREAD BABY/Jan Brett - Classic tale with a humorous twist finds a gingerbread baby running for his life and finds a tiny gingerbread house to hide in. A little girl takes him and the house to her home to safety; NURSERY TALES AROUND THE WORLD/Jan Brett, Sienna - 18 stories from international folklore, grouped around six themes such as "Runaway Cookies"; MAKE A GINGERBREAD MAN/Conni Medina - Describes how to craft your own gingerbread man using colored paper, ribbon, and glue. 1 Gingerbread boy doll; 1 Gingerbread boy cookie cutter; and 1 Teacher resources folder.
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Family Life - Fiction, Friendship - Fiction,

Global Storytelling Kit (596695)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School, , 2007
Includes an assortment of resources for telling stories from around the world. 3 Books: TALES ALIVE: BIRD TALES FROM NEAR AND FAR/retold by Susan Milford, TALES ALIVE: TEN MULTICULTURAL FOLKTALES WITH ACTIVITIES/retold by Susan Milford, MULTICULTURAL FOLKTALES: READERS THEATER FOR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS/retold by Suzanne I. Barchers. Contains: 5 Instruments (Wood Agogo with stick, Seed Pod Shaker, Gourd Hand Drum with stick, Goat Hooves Shaker, and Samba Tamba); 1 Global wrap shawl with pull-through fastener; 1 Global music Resource folder.
Subjects: Multicultural Studies, Storytelling, Barchers, Suzanne I., Milford, Susan,
Goldie Socks and the Three Libearians (596676)
Kit, Primary, Upstart Books, 2007
Goldie Socks searches the home of the three bears (all are librarians!) to find a book that is "just right" and finds just the right place to read it. She uses the five finger rule to check, in this adaptation of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Contains: 1 Book: GOLDIE SOCKS AND THE THREE LIBEARIANS; 1 Library Lessons booklet; 1 Poster.
Subjects: Books and Reading, Library Skills, Hopkins, Jackie Mims, Historical Fiction Genre,

Grandfather Tang's Story: A Tale Told With Tangrams (598051)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School, , 2007
5 Books: GRANDFATHER TANG'S STORY: A TALE TOLD WITH TANGRAMS/by Ann Tompert - Grandfather tells a story about shape-changing fox fairies who try to best each other until a hunter brings danger. Illustrated with Tangrams (ancient Chinese puzzles made up of 7 geometric shapes). SUPER SOURCE TANGRAMS K-2 - Contains lesson plans and blackline masters (area units, ruler, fraction rectangles, tracing paper, game board, Tangram pieces, grade paper, and more for grades K-2); SUPER SOURCE TANGRAMS 3-4 - Contains lesson plans and blackline masters (game boards, Tangram shape pages, Tangram paper, grid paper, writing paper, and more for grades 3-4); SUPER SOURCE TANGRAMS 5-6 - Contains lesson plans and blackline masters (Tangram paper, quadrant paper, shapes, Tangram pieces, and more for grades 5-6). Includes: 175 Tangrams (35 each color - red, yellow, orange, green, and blue) with Activity sheet (Tangrams); TANGRAMABLES (written in English and Spanish) - A range of activities for children of many different ability levels to explore patterns and properties of shape; in clear plastic bucket; 16 Activity cards with Activity sheet (Tangram Picture Matching Cards).
Subjects: China - Social Life and Customs, Folklore, China, Mathematical Recreations, Size and Shape, Tompert, Ann,

Gregory the Terrible Eater (041352)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Color, GPN Educational Media, 1984
An integrated curriculum package that investigates the eating habits of people and animals. Contains 1 Book: GREGORY THE TERRIBLE EATER/ by Mitchell Sharmat - A very picky eater, Gregory the goat refuses the usual goat diet staples of shoes and tin cans in favor of fruits, vegetables, eggs, and orange juice; 1 Take-apart wooden sandwich; 1 DVD - Gregory, the Terrible Eater (28:52); Shoelaces; 2 Recipe/sandwich shop booklets; and 1 Curriculum Guide in a lunch box.
Subjects: Mathematics, Measurement, Nutrition, Recycling, Sharmat, Mitchell,

Growing Up on the Frontier (040312)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, , 2000
Explores, through literature, the pioneer qualities of determination, hard work, and courage. Contains: 8 Books each of 5 titles: KATE'S HOUSE/by Mary Francis Shura - An eleven year old pioneer girl, Kate, has trouble adjusting to her family's new life on the Oregon pioneer and yearns to return to the East and rejoin her best friend Tildy; THE LEGEND OF JIMMY SPOON/by Kristiana Gregory - The adventures of a young caucasian boy living among the Shoshoni Indians during the early frontier days; CHILDREN OF THE WILD WEST by/Russell Friedman - Historical photographs with explanatory text present a picture of life in the American West from 1840 to the early 1900's; THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SOLOMON BUTCHER/by Pam Conrad - A collection of photos and stories about photographer Solomon Butcher and turn-of-the-century Nebraska; and LOG CABIN IN THE WOODS/by Joanne Landers Henry - Recounts eleven-year-old Oliver Johnson's experiences living in the densely forested wilderness of nineteenth-century central Indiana. 28 Theme Digests, 1 Teacher's Guide, 1 Banner.
Subjects: Frontier and pioneer life, Indians of North America, United States - History - Colonial Period, West (US),

Hana's Year (592151)
Kit, Primary, Color, Marsh Media, 1992
Hana, a young monkey in Japan, learns to resist peer pressure when she is urged to betray the trust of her friend. Contains: 1 DVD (18:00); 1 Hard Cover Story Book: HANA'S YEAR/by Carol Talley, illustrated by Itoko Manenoo; 1 Teacher's Guide; and 1 Home Ties Activity Book.
Subjects: Character Education, Peer Pressure, Japan - Fiction, Maeno, Itoko, Talley, Carol,

Henry and Mudge (040307)
Kit, Primary, Perma-Bound, 1987
30 Books, 6 titles (5 each title); MY FIRST BOOK - Henry lives with mom and dad, but he really doesn't have any friends. No other children live on his block, he doesn't have any brothers or sisters. So, he asks for a dog. That dog is Mudge who swiftly goes from a teeny, handful-sized puppy to a 180-pound pooch; PUDDLE TROUBLE - Henry and his dog Mudge celebrate spring by finding a March flower good enough to eat, an April puddle big enough for a surprise splasher, and a May litter of kittens for Mudge to watch over; UNDER THE YELLOW MOON - Henry and his big dog, Mudge, enjoy the escapades of fall. They shake together as Henry's mom tells scary Halloween stories and together they endure the Thanksgiving visit from Aunt Sally; GREEN TIME - Henry and Mudge go on a picnic when Henry is stung by a bee, Mudge licks away his salty tears. Henry gives Mudge a bath and he ends up having to dry both of them with a towel.
Together they play King of the Mountain, pretend that Mudge is a dragon, and chase away all pretenders to the throne. Late on summer days, Henry and Mudge curl up under their magic tree and sleep "together, on the green hill in their green time; FOREVER SEA - Henry, his father, and his big dog Mudge spend a day at the beach while on summer vacation; and SPARKLES DAYS - Henry and Mudge eagerly await the snow, get together for Christmas Eve dinner, take winter walks and look at the stars with the family, and then come home to relax by the fire. The adventures of a boy and his dog, through the seasons of the year. Author: Cynthia Rylant. Pictures by: Sucie Stevenson.
Subjects: Dogs - Fiction, Family Life - Fiction, Pets - Fiction, Rylant, Cynthia, seasons, Common Core Exemplars Gr 2-3,

In Search of Cinderella (041499)
Kit, Intermediate - Middle School - Junior - Senior High, , 2000
Variations from many cultures on the classic theme of the Cinderella story. 27 Books: ASHPET; BOOTS AND THE GLASS MOUNTAIN; THE BROCADEL SLIPPER; CENDRILLON: A CAJUN CINDERELLA; CINDER EDNA; CINDERELLA: A CLASSIC TALE/THAT AWFUL CINDERELLA; CINDERELLA PENGUIN; CINDER-ELLY; CINDERELLA'S REVENGE; EIGHT CINDERELLAS ACTIVITY BOOK; KAO AND THE GOLDEN FISH (with audiocassette); THE KOREAN CINDERELLA; LILY AND THE WOODEN BOWL; MIDNIGHT: A CINDERELLA ALPHABET; MOSS GOWN; MUFARO'S BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTERS; Multicultural Folktales CINDERELLA; MY BEST SHOES; PHILIPPINE CINDERELLA; PRINCE CINDERS; PRINCESS FURBALL; THE ROUGH-FACE GIRL; SOOTFACE; AN OJIBWA CINDERELLA STORY; SLENDER ELLA AND HER FAIRY HOGFATHER; UGH; VASILISSA THE BEAUTIFUL; YEH-SHEN: A CINDERELLA STORY FROM CHINA.
Subjects: Fairy Tales, Multicultural Studies,

The Jacket I Wear in the Snow (593682)
Kit, Primary, Lakeshore Learning Materials, 1989
A cumulative poem and rebus about winter clothing. Storytelling kit contains: 1 Book: THE JACKET I WEAR IN THE SNOW/by Shirley Nielsetz; 1 Apron with 13 soft sculpture storytelling pieces (coat, zipper, scarf, cap, gloves, sweater, pants, boots, long underwear, socks, tears, mother, and child); 1 Activity guide, 1 Apron guide.
Subjects: Clothing and Dress, Seasons - Fiction, Winter,
Josefina - Southwest Frontier (041434)
Kit, PIMJ, Pleasant Company, 1997

The stories of Josefina and her family parallel the historic changes taking place in New Mexico in 1824 as new ideas brought by Anglo traders merge with centuries-old traditions of Hispanics and Native Americans. Contains: 1 Doll (Josefina); 1 Doll stand; 1 Hairbrush; 1 Writing desk (2 piece) containing: spelling card with picture on front, ledger in leather binding, notebook in leather binding, and inkwell (green); 1 Cloth shoulder bag containing: orange picnic cloth, yellow squash, plum, bunch of onions (3), wheel of goat cheese, blue corn tortilla, and yellow corn tortilla; 1 Poster; 6 Hardcover storybooks; Josefina Montoya pamphlet; Josefina's School Story pamphlet; Laminated Realia Fact Sheet; and Laminated letter from The Pleasant Company.

Subjects: Hispanic-Americans, Schools - Fiction, United States - History - 1815-1861, United States - Territorial Expansion, West (US) - Fiction,

Junie B. Jones - Variety Kit (595657)
Kit, Primary, Random House Inc., 1993

30 Books (6 titles, 5 each title). Explore some of the many adventures of Junie B. Jones, outrageous kindergartner. Contains: JUNIE B. JONES AND A LITTLE MONKEY BUSINESS - Junie is pretty upset about her new baby brother but when she finally sees him, she goes ape; JUNIE B. JONES AND HER BIG FAT MOUTH - Junie creates the strangest job description for career day at school; JUNIE B. JONES AND SOME SNEAKY PEEKEY SPYING - Junie B.'s penchant for spoiling on people and her curiosity about the private life of her teacher, gets her in trouble at kindergarten; JUNIE B. JONES AND THE STUPID SMELLY BUS - Junie goes off to kindergarten and gets locked in the school; JUNIE B. JONES AND THAT MEANIE JIM'S BIRTHDAY - Junie is very upset when a boy in her class plans to invite everyone except her to his birthday party, but her grandfather helps her deal with the situation. Author: Barbara Park. Reading Level 2.9, Interest Level 1-4

Subjects: Park, Barbara, School Children - Fiction,

Kiki and the Cuckoo (592160)
Kit, Primary, Color, Marsh Media, 1992

A story about competition. Kiki, a western meadowlark, migrates from Texas to the Kansas prairie to find a home and wife and have a family, but learns about jealousy. Endpapers give information about meadowlarks. Contains: 1 VHS (15:00); 1 Hard Cover Story Book: KIKI AND THE CUCKOO/illustrated by Andra Chase; 1 Teacher's Guide; and 1 Home Ties Activity Book.

Subjects: Birds - Fiction, Character Education, Competition, Language Acquisition, Chase, Andra, Happy, Elizabeth,

Kirsten - Pioneer America (041372)
Kit, IP, American Girls, 2000

Nine-year-old Kirsten and her family travel from Sweden to Minnesota in 1854. There Kirsten goes to school in frontier America. Contains: 1 Doll (in box); 1 Hairbrush; 1 Doll stand; 1 Wooden log bench; 1 Drawstring sack containing: (Writing slate, Pencil, Cloth, 6 Reward of Merit cards, and 1 Child's First Reader book); 1 Teacher's guide for story books; 6 Hardcover storybooks: (Meet Kirsten, Kirsten Learns a Lesson, Kirsten's Surprise, Happy Birthday Kirsten, Kirsten Saves the Day, and Changes for Kirsten); 1 Lunch box containing: (1 Apple, 1 Bread, 1 Sausage, 1 Cheese, and 1 Red/White/Blue cloth); 3 Posters: (Indians of the Minnesota Territory: 1854, The U.S. in Kirsten's Time: 1854, and Kirsten's World: 1854); 4 Lesson cards: (Learning to Recite, Pioneer School Rules, Life for a Pioneer Teacher, and Writing on Slates); 1 Kirsten's School Story paper pamphlet; 1 Paperback book: Kirsten Learns a Lesson;

1 Pastimes Activity packet containing: a) Kirsten Paper dolls - Kirsten and Missy with 10 Outfits and accessories, and 1 Direction sheet, b) 1 Theater kit with 4 Playscripts, 1 Director's guide, and 1 Poster, c) 1 Craft book, and d) 1 Cookbook; 1 Wooden ruler; and 1 Wooden bucket w/ladle.

Subjects: Frontier and Pioneer Life - Fiction, Immigration and Emigration, Schools - Fiction, Swedish Americans, United States - History,

Little Bear and More (040112)
Kit, Primary, , 1968

30 Books (10 each title): LITTLE BEAR'S VISIT - Little Bear's visit to his grandparents invokes good food, good times, and most of all good stories. A KISS FOR LITTLE BEAR - Little Bear's kiss from his grandmother results in a wedding for two skunks. LITTLE BEAR - Four tales of Little Bear and his wise mother; 3 Audio Cassettes (1 for each title). Author: Else Minarik. Illustrator: Maurice Sendak.

Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Bears - Fiction, Sendak, Maurice, Minarik, Else, Common Core Exemplars K-1,

Little Critter Set (594134)
Kit, Primary, Golden Books, 2004

25 Books: 5 copies of each title. Enjoy several titles from the popular "Little Critter" series. JUST GRANDMA AND ME - A young animal and his grandmother spend a day at the beach; JUST GRANDPA AND ME - A little creature and his grandfather have fun on a trip to the department store; JUST ME AND MY DAD - Exciting adventures as a little animal and his father encounter a bear and other diversions while camping; JUST ME AND MY LITTLE BROTHER - Little Critter imagines all the things he and his new baby brother will do together; and JUST ME AND MY MOM - Little critter and his mother take a trip to the city exploring the department stores and museums. Author: Mercer Mayer. Reading level 1.9, Interest level K-3

Subjects: Children's Literature, Family Life - Fiction, Mayer, Mercer,

Little Nino's Pizzeria (041354)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Color, GPN Educational Media, 1990

An integrated curriculum package that investigates a fast food favorite...the pizza parlor. Contains 1 Big Book: LITTLE NINO'S PIZZERIA/illustrated by Andra Chase, Tony likes to help his father at their small family restaurant, but everything changes when Little Nino's Pizzeria becomes a fancier place; 1 Reading Rainbow apron; 1 DVD - Little Nino's Pizzeria (28:11); 3 Pizza rounds; and 1 Curriculum Guide in a pizza box.

Subjects: Careers, Food Service, Mathematics, Pizza, Poetry, Barbour, Karen,

Little Red Hen: Mini Musical (593033)
Kit, Primary, Milliken Publishing, 1991

Help young students perform a musical play of "The Little Red Hen". Includes directions, lyrics, dance instructions, a cassette of accompaniment both with and without lyrics, and permission to perform. Contains: 1 Resource Book (LITTLE RED HEN/illustrated by Carol B. Kaplan); 1 Audio cassette.

Subjects: Children's Literature, Fables, Plays - Musical Comedy,

Little Red Riding Hood Compared (041507)
Kit, Intermediate - Middle School - Junior High, , 1999

Several versions of the Red Riding Hood tale from various cultures. Includes a resource book of tales that involve a dangerous character who knocks at the door and tries to trick his way in. 8 Books: PETITE ROUGE/by Sheila Hebert Collins - Cajun version of Little Red Riding Hood, set in the Louisiana bayou with an alligator instead of a wolf; LITTLE RED CAP/by Brothers Grimm - Little girl is eaten by wolf masquerading as her sick grandmother; A KNOCK AT THE DOOR/by George Shannon - Collection of 35 versions, representing countries and cultures from around the world, of the traditional tale of a dangerous character knocking at the door and tricking the children to gain entry; LON PO PO/by Ed Young - Three sisters are home alone and endangered by a hungry wolf disguised as grandmother; LON PO PO IN CHINESE - same story written in Chinese;

NEKANE THE LAMINA AND THE BEAR/illustrated by Retelling of a Basque folktale that pits a quick-witted heroine against a mysterious foe, the lamina; Bilingual LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD/by Brothers Grimm - Classic story written in English and and Spanish; and A CAJUN LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD/by Berthe Amoss - Mere loved the story of Little Red Riding Hood but she and her grandmother had their own adventure with an alligator instead of the wolf.

Subjects: Children's Literature, Fairy Tales, Multicultural Studies, Young, Ed,
Lucky Cat (594517)
Kit, Intermediate - Middle School - Junior High, 2004
A popular symbol of prosperity and good fortune across Asia. 2 books: LUCKY CAT/by Laurel Wellman - the lucky cat beckons good luck with his raised paw. Book provides extensive history, origins, and traditions associated with the lucky cat. Suitable for teachers. THE BECKONING CAT/ by Koko Nishizuka - retelling of the original Japanese tale describing the origins of the beckoning cat and how it came to be a symbol of good luck. Contains: 1 Display stand/book storage, and 1 Cat figurine in storage box.
Subjects: Japan - Social Life and Customs,

Lulu’s Lemonade (597100)
Kit, Primary, Childcraft Education Corp, 2000
1 Book: LULU’S LEMONADE/by Barbara deRubertis - On a hot day, three children squabble over which ingredients and what quantities should go into their extra special lemonade. Contains: 3 Measuring cups (4, 2, 1 cups capacity); Measuring Cups set (1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, & 1 cup); Measuring Spoon set (1/8 tsp., 1/4 tsp., 1/2 tsp., 1 tsp., 1/2 Tablespoon, & 1 Tablespoon); Laminated activity guide; in yellow draw-string bag.
Subjects: Children’s Literature, Cookery - Fiction, Measurement, deRubertis, Barbara,

Madeline (040201)
Kit, Primary, Puffin Books, 1987
Multiple copies of 5 different titles. Contents: MADAME (6 copies) - Madeline, smallest and naughtiest of the 12 little charges of Miss Clavel; wraps up one night with an attack of appendicitis; MADELINE’S RESCUE (6 copies) - A hound, Genevieve, rescues Madeline from the Seine, becomes a beloved school pet, is chased away by the trustees, and returns with a surprise...puppies; MADELINE AND THE BAD HAT (7 copies) - When the Spanish ambassador moves in next door, Madeline and the rest of the 12 little girls discover that his son, Pepito, is not the best neighbor but eventually he learns to be a good neighbor; MADELINE AND THE GYPSIES (5 copies) - Madeline and Pepito, rescued by gypsies during a storm, travel and perform with their wandering friends until they again find Miss Clavel; and MADELINE IN LONDON (6 copies)
Miss Clavel’s whole class of 12 leaves France for England and the Queen's guard is involved when Madeline and Pepito take a wild ride around the city. Audio Cassettes (one for each title). Teacher's guide folder with guides for each audio cassette/book title. Author/Illustrator: Ludwig Bemelman.
Subjects: Children’s Literature, France - Fiction, Rhyme, Bemelman, Ludwig,

Madeline II (040251)
Kit, Primary, Puffin Books, 1987
25 Books (5 different titles); 5 VHS videos (one for each title). MADELINE - Set in Paris, a tale of a brave little girl's trip to the hospital for an appendix operation. Madeline is the smallest and bravest of the 12 little girls in the Parisian girls' school. MADELINE IN LONDON - Madeline and her class, accompanied by Miss Clavel, journey to London to visit their friend Pepito, the son of the Spanish ambassador. Pepito used to be the neighbor of Madeline and the other students but had to move to London and is not happy. The visit by his friends is a special surprise; MADELINE AND THE GYPSIES - Pepito, who lives next door to Madeline, invites her and her classmates to a Gypsy carnival. A storm hits and everyone hops in a taxi and heads back home except for Madeline and Pepito who are stuck at the top of a Ferris wheel. They climb down and Gypsy Mama takes the children with her. Gypsy life has many fascinations for the two kids. They don't have to go to school, they don't have to brush their t
Subjects: Children’s Literature, Conflict (Psychology), France - Fiction, Rhyme, Bemelman, Ludwig,

Molly’s Magic (592155)
Kit, Primary, Color, Marsh Media, 1995
A story about creative thinking and problem-solving. Molly, a clever pig living on an Irish farm, helps supplement the family income by attracting customers to their tea garden. Endpapers present information about Ireland and farming life. Contains: 1 DVD (16:90); 1 Hard Cover Story Book: MOLLY'S MAGIC/ by Penelope Paine, illustrated by Itoko Maeno; 1 Teacher's guide; Rubber stamp set with stamp pad and (8) stamps (Irish characters); and 1 Home Ties Activity Book.
Subjects: Character Education, Ireland - Fiction, Pigs - Fiction, Problem Solving, Maeno, Itoko, Paine, Penelope Colville,

Molly - World War II America (041373)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, American Girls, 1997
During World War II, nine-year-old Molly goes to school and, with the help of her friends, tries to aid the war effort. Contains: 1 Doll (Molly); 1 Writing desk (in box); 1 Red book bag; 1 Green "Gaining Skill with Words" mini-book; 1 Blue 3-ring binder (lined paper, zippered pencil bag, 3 pencils, set of multiplication flash cards, pink rubber eraser, report card); 1 Hairbrush; 1 Doll stand; 1 Lunch (10 paper bags, 10 paper napkins, 1 sandwich, 1 pear, 1 carrot, 1 celery stick, 1 oreo cookie); 1 Molly's Pastimes Activities Packet containing: Molly's Paper Dolls (Molly and her dog Bennett, 10 outfits with accessories), 1 Theater Kit (4 playscripts, 1 director's guide), Molly's Craft Book, and Molly's Cook Book; 1 Soft cover storybook (Molly Learns a Lesson); 6 Hardcover storybooks set; 1 Storybooks teacher's guide with picture map; 1 Paper pamphlet (Molly's School Story); 3 Posters (Molly's World 1944, U.S. in Molly's Time 1944, and War Effort in Illinois 1944); 4 Lesson cards (Victory Mail, Studying the War, Teaching Patriotism, and Air Raid Drills).
Subjects: Cookery, Schools - Fiction, United States - History - 1933-1945, United States - Social Life and Customs, World War, 1939-1945 - Fiction,

More Gingerbread Men Compared (599307)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Intermediate, 2012
Compare different versions of the gingerbread man and girl. Extend the learning by matching attributes on gingerbread toys. 8 Books: THE CAJUN GINGERBREAD BOY/rebaked by Berthe Amos - Classic tale with a Cajun twist. (Interactive gingerbread boy to add to each page as you read the story); THE GINGERBREAD GIRL/by Lisa Campbell Ernst - The lonely old man and woman decide to bake a girl this time, and when they open the oven, she runs off like her brother did but she outsmarts the fox. GINGERBREAD GIRL GOES ANIMAL CRACKERS/ by Lisa Campbell Ernst - The gingerbread girl who once escaped the fox that ate her brother, must now save the animal crackers; THE GINGERBREAD MAN/retold by Mairi Mackinnon - The classic story of the gingerbread man retold with simple text and illustrations; THE GINGERBREAD PIRATES/by Kristin Kladstrup - When Jim's gingerbread pirate, Captain Cookie, comes alive, the tasty treat prepares to battle Santa Claus, who likes to eat cookies on Christmas Eve; MAKE A GINGERBREAD MAN/by Conni Medina - Craft your own special gingerbread man; THE MUSUBI MAN: HAWAII'S GINGERBREAD MAN/ by Sandi Takayama - Hawaiian style re-telling of the gingerbread man; THE GINGERBREAD GIRL/ by Laura Murray - A gingerbread girl searches all over the school for the group of children that made him and then left him behind. It comes with Teacher's guide folder (created by Natalie Dias Lorenzi). Contains: 24 Snap together gingerbread boys and girls with activity guide.
Subjects: Arts and Crafts, Children's Literature, Fairy Tales, Rhyme,
Mother Goose Rhyme Time: Animals (597082)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Primary, 68 min, Upstart Books, 2006
1 Book: MOTHER GOOSE THYME TIME: ANIMALS by Kimberly K. Farot - Each of the 6 chapters contains a rhyme, variants, history of the rhyme, musical notation, instructions for preparing and using the character sets, storytime ideas, early literacy activities, and additional extension ideas weaving the rhymes into literacy programs. 6 Rhyming story posters each with laminated characters from that story "Baa Baa Black Sheep" - with lack sheep and 3 bags of wool, "Hickory Pickety" - with black hen and 2 nests of eggs; "Chook, Chook, Chook" - with Mrs. Hen and 3 groups of baby chicks; "Hickory Dickory Dock" - with clock and mouse; "Dickery Dickery Dare" - with man in brown and pig, and "Blow Wind blow" - with windmill and loaf of bread.
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Nursery Rhymes,

Music of the Rain Forest (041381)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, , 1997
Hear the sounds and songs of the rain forests and re-create them with authentic musical instruments. 1 Book: CROCODILE SMILE by Sarah Weeks - Pictures and stories that go along with the songs on the 2 Audio cassettes (Crocodile Smile and ForestRain); 1 Peddler's Drum; 1 Wood Flute; 1 Rain Stick; 1 Teacher's Guide.
Subjects: Africa, Music, Rain Forests, South America, Crocodiles,

Native Storytelling Kit (596622)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School, Creative Diversity, 2003
Explore Native American cultural and storytelling traditions using these tools. Contains 2 Books: WHEN CLAY SINGS by Byrd Baylor - The daily life and customs of prehistoric southwest Indian tribes are retraced from the designs on the remains of their pottery; ENDURING WISDOM by Virginia Driving Hawk Sneve - Collection of quotations from American Indians throughout the continent dated from the earliest contact with Europeans to contemporary tribal persons; 1 Dream Catcher; 1 Talking Stick; 4 Stamps (dream catcher, bear paw, buffallo, Mayan symbol); 1 Booklet containing information sheets for Dream Catcher and Talking Stick.
Subjects: Indians of North America - Legends, Storytelling, Baylor, Byrd, Sneve, Virginia Driving Hawk,

Old MacDonald Story Sack (593711)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Primary, Child's Play Inc., 2003
Extend the learning/using this traditional rhyme. Contains: 1 Book: OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM/illustrated by Pam Adams; 1 Game: Counting Snap (48 cards); 1 Audio cassette (Pam Adams Party: Traditional Songs and Nursery Rhymes); 1 Doll: Old MacDonald; 6 Finger puppets: cow, sheep, pig, dog, horse, and duck; 1 Teacher's guide, all in a large blue sack.
Subjects: Animals - Fiction, Nursery Rhymes,

Penelope Popper Book Doctor (599000)
Kit, Primary, Upstart Books, 2011
1 Book: Penelope Popper Book Doctor by Toni Buzzo - Penelope wants to be a doctor when she grows up but learns about other forms of doctoring when the librarian teaches her to "heal" injured books in the library. Contains: 7 Lab Coats (5 Small, 1 Medium, 1 Large); 7 Stethoscopes; 7 Sets of gloves.
Subjects: Books, Libraries, Library Skills, Buzzo, Toni,

Peter and the Wolf (592876)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Music in Motion, 2001
Listen to the music of "Peter and the Wolf", read the book, and act out the story with these props. Extend the learning. Contains: 1 Book with CD (Peter and the Wolf by Carin & Joan Dewhirst, narrated by Leonard Bernstein); 3 Masks (wolf, cat, duck); 1 Beard; 1 Bird: Goldfinch; and 1 Packet of activity sheets.
Subjects: Fables, musical instruments,
Quilts of the Underground Railroad (591367)
Kit, Intermediate - Middle School, Follett Library Resources, 2002
A collection of books, teacher's guides, and resources for exploring the use of quilts during the Civil War as a means of communication on the Underground Railroad. Also includes stories of other uses of quilts during the Civil War. Contains 9 Books: AUNT HARRIET'S UNDERGROUND RAILROAD IN THE SKY/by Faith Ringgold - With Harriet Tubman as her guide, Cassie retraces the steps escaping slaves took on the Underground Railroad in order to reunite with her brother, HIDDEN IN Plain VIEW/by Jacqueline Tobin - Explains how enslaved men and women encoded messages within quilt patterns that helped fugitives navigate their escape along the Underground Railroad, THE PROMISE QUILT/by Candice F. Ransom - After her father leaves the family farm to be General Lee's guide, Addie finds ways to remember him--even when he does not return at the end of the war, SECRET TO FREEDOM/by Marcia K. Vaughan - Great Aunt Lucy tells a story of her days as a slave, when she and her brother learned the quilt code to help direct slaves to freedom, SELINA AND THE BEAR PAW QUILT/by Barbara Smucker - When her Mennonite family moves to Canada to avoid involvement in the Civil War, Selina is given a special quilt to remember the grandmother she left behind, SWEET CLARA AND THE FREEDOM QUILT/ by Deborah Hopkins - A young slave stitches a quilt with a map pattern which guides her to freedom in the North, UNDER THE QUILT OF NIGHT/ by Deborah Hopkins - A young girl flees from the farm where she has been worked as a slave and uses the Underground Railroad to escape to the north, SHOW WAY/by Jacqueline Woodson - The making of quilts which once served as secret maps for freedom-seeking slaves, is a tradition passed from mother to daughter, PATCHWORK PATH/ by Bettye Stroud - On their way to Canada, Hannah thinks of the quilt her mother used to teach her a code that will help guide them to freedom; 1 Teacher's guide for SHOW WAY; 1 Underground Railroad quilt teaching activities; 1 Article "America' Quilting History"; and 1 Poster of Underground Railroad routes.
Subjects: Quilting, Slavery in the United States, Underground Railroad, United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865,

Rhinosaurs and Raspberries: Tolerance Tales for the Early Grades (596265)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Intermediate, Teaching Tolerance, 2006
Contains: 1 Hard cover book and 6 Soft cover books (RHINOS & RASPBERRIES: TOLERANCE FOR THE EARLY GRADES/by Lois Lowry); 6 Soft cover books (RASPBERRIES: AN AMERICAN TALE OF COOPERATION/by Mary Newell DePalma).
Subjects: Animals, Legends and Stories Of, Character Education, Cooperativeness, interpersonal relations, Prejudices,

Roald Dahl (598944)
Kit, Intermediate - Middle School - Junior High, American School Publishers, 1988
Lead your class to Roald's writing hut at the foot of his apple orchard in Buckinghamshire England. Students can hear how the English countryside inspired his books and learn how to create interesting and humorous characters. Contains: 3 DVDs Creative Reading and Writing with Roald Dahl- (Plot Twists and Turns), (Humor, Horror, Thrills and Chills) and (Characters, Metaphors and Similes) 15 minutes each. All with a teacher's guide printed inside the cover. 26 Books (Roald Dahl), 1 Teacher's Resource Book (The Author's Eye).
Subjects: Authors, Children's, Dahl, Roald, Language Arts, Writing,
Science Graphic Novels (595129)
Kit, Senior High, 2005
25 Books (5 each of 5 titles). Scientific concepts and biographies are presented in graphic novel style. FALLOUT/by Jim Ottaviani - The story of Oppenheimer, Szilard, and the political science of the atomic bomb; DIGNIFYING SCIENCE/by Jim Ottaviani - A Collection of stories about women scientists including Curie, Skodowska, Lamarck, and more; SUSPENDED IN LANGUAGE/by Jim Ottaviani - Biography of 20th century Danish physicist Niels Bohr, father of quantum mechanics; CLAN APIS/by Jay Hosler - The life story of a young bee shows the structure of life in a hive; AND THE SANDWALK ADVENTURES/by Jay Hosler - Presents an explanation of evolution through a conversation between Darwin and a follicle mite.

Subjects: Scientists, Young Adult Literature,

Seashore Surprises (041353)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Color, GPN Educational Media, 1996
An integrated curriculum package that explores the plant and animal life at the edge of the sea. Contains 1 Book: SEASHORE SURPRISES/by Rose Wyler - Explains how waves, sand, and pebbles form at the seashore and describes animals, plants, and shells which can be seen when the tide goes out. Includes experiments and activities; 1 Reading Rainbow backpack; DVD - Seashore Surprises (28:20); 1 Fishing net; 1 Bag of shells; and 1 Curriculum Guide.

Subjects: Ecosystems, Environment, Food Chains (Ecology), Marine Biology, Ocean, Wyler, Rose,

Sir Cumference - Math Adventures (597904)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Charlesbridge, 2009
30 Books by Cindy Neuschwander. 6 titles (5 copies of each title): SIR CUMFERENCE AND ALL THE KING'S TENS - When hosting a birthday party for the King, Sir Cumference and his wife Lady Di of Ameter, must figure out how to quickly count the guests; SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE SWORD IN THE CONE - Sir Cumference, Radius, and Sir Vertex search for Edgeraliber, the sword King Arthur has hidden in a geometric solid; SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE FIRST ROUND TABLE - Sir Cumference assists King Arthur in finding the perfect shape for his table; SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE DRAGON OF PI - When Sir Cumference drinks a potion that turns him into a dragon, his son, Radius, searches for a magic number known as pi which will restore him; SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE GREAT KNIGHT OF ANGLELAND - To earn his knighthood, young Radius must find and rescue his missing king. His parents give him a special protractor to help him navigate a maze of angles and rescue the king; SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE ISLE OF IMMETER - Per visits her uncle and aunt (Sir Cumference and Lady Di of Ameter). After learning a game involving "inners and edges," she and her cousin Radius become embroiled in a mystery with a secret message and a threatening sea serpent. To solve it, the youngsters must travel to the Isle of Immeter and use a series of geometric formulas to tame the sea serpent and bring peace to the "area."

Subjects: Geometry,

Sleeping Beauty (041539)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School - Junior/Senior, Color, Gallaudet University Press, 1992
The classic fairy tale told on video in ASL with voice-over and vocabulary lesson. 1 VHS: Sleeping Beauty in American Sign Language - 30:00; 1 Book: SLEEPING BEAUTY/by Robert Newby - Retells the familiar fairy tale in English and American Sign Language. Includes information about ASL and how it is used. Book has text on one page and line drawings of sign language on facing page.

Subjects: Fairy Tales, Sign Language,

The Snowy Day (598055)
Kit, Nursery/Preschool - Primary, Lakeshore Learning Materials, 1962
1 Book: THE SNOWY DAY/by Ezra Jack Keats. Peter spends the day exploring snow in New York City. Contains: 1 Apron with 12 soft sculpture storytelling pieces (Peter in bathtub, snowsuit, making snow angel, looking for snowball in snowsuit pocket, watching snow out his window, snowball fight, shoe prints in snow, dragging feet tracks in snow, snowball, Peter and friend, hill of snow, and snowman); 1 Storytelling Kit Activity guide; 1 Storytelling Apron guide.

Subjects: Caldecott Medal, Keats, Ezra Jack, Snow, Winter - Fiction,

Stone Soup - A Rock Opera - Mini Musical (593034)
Kit, Primary, Milliken Publishing, 1987
Learn about opera as students perform a play based on the popular book "Stone Soup". Includes directions, lyrics, narration, dance instructions, cassette with words and music on one side, accompaniment alone on the other, and permission to perform. Contains: 1 Resource Book (Stone Soup - A Rock Opera/by Carol Kaplan and Sandi Becker); 1 Audio cassette.

Subjects: Children's Literature, Folklore, Plays - Musical Comedy,

Storytelling for Kids (591854)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School - Junior/Senior, Beauty and the Beast Storytellers, 1999
Contains materials to help students become storytellers. Two books of stories include story backgrounds, tips for telling, and detailed instructions for a six week storytelling unit. Recording includes tales told by master storytellers Martha Hamilton and Mitch Weiss and eight guest kid tellers. Contains: 1 CD (How and Why Stories - World Tales Kids Can Tell); 2 Books: CHILDREN TELL STORIES - A TEACHING GUIDE, and HOW AND WHY STORIES - WORLD TALES KIDS CAN READ AND TELL, both by Martha Hamilton and Mitch Weiss - Beauty and the Beast Storytellers.

Subjects: Folklore, Public Speaking, Storytelling, Weiss, Mitch, Hamilton, Martha,

Tacky the Penguin (594063)
Kit, Primary, Houghton Mifflin, 2004
30 Books 6 copies of each: TACKY THE PENGUIN - Tacky does not fit in with his sleek and graceful companions, but his odd behavior comes in handy when hunters come with maps and traps; THREE CHEERS FOR TACKY - Tacky the Penguin competes in an iceberg-wide cheering contest; TACKY IN TROUBLE - Tacky accidentally goes sailboating and winds up on a tropical island, where he meets an elephant who demands proof of Tacky's identity; TACKY AND THE EMPEROR - While awaiting a visit from the Emperor, a group of penguins fail to recognize their friend Tacky in the Emperor's clothes; and TACKYLOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS - Tacky and his friends perform a play for the little penguins in Mrs. Beakly's class, but with Tacky in the lead role, things do not go exactly as planned.

Subjects: Penguins - Fiction, Lester, Helen,

Tear Soup: A Recipe for Healing After Loss (596817)
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School - Junior/Senior, Color, Grief Watch, 2006
1 Book: TEAR SOUP - A RECIPE FOR HEALING AFTER LOSS/by Pat Schwiebert and Chuck DeKlyen, illustrated by Taylor Bills - Grandy has suffered a big loss in her life, so she is cooking up her own unique batch of "tear soup". We get a glimpse of her life as she blends different ingredients into her own grief process to help fill the void created by her loss. Read by McDonald-Lewis. Contains 1 Disc (Tear Soup - 17:00), 2 In-Disc case guides (Tear Soup: A Recipe for Healing After Loss video viewers guide and grief tips; Tear Soup Cooking Tips).

Subjects: Grief, Loss (Psychology),
**Tell Me How Ships Float (591396)**  
Kit, Primary, Childcraft Education Corp, 1999  
Contains 1 Book: TELL ME HOW SHIPS FLOAT; by Shirley Willis - Uses simple experiments and activities to explore concepts such as density, upthrust, and water displacement and to explain why objects float or sink; 1 Drawstring bag with 4 boats, 10 ducks, and a bag of rocks; 1 Teacher’s guide.  
**Subjects:** Buoyancy, Willis, Shirley,  

**Thank You, Meiling (592152)**  
Kit, Primary, Color, Marsh Media, 1999  
A story about courtesy. An ill- mannered duck learns how to be courteous on a trip to the market with a Chinese boy who is buying mooncakes and lanterns to celebrate the mid- autumn Festival. Includes information about moon phases as well as Chinese history and culture. Contains: 1 DVD (15:00); 1 Hard Cover Story Book: THANK YOU, MEILING; by Linda Talley, illustrated by Itoko Maeno; 1 Teacher’s Guide; and 1 Home Ties Activity Book.  
**Subjects:** Character Education, China - Fiction, Courtesy, Manners and Customs, Maeno, Itoko,  

**This Land is Your Land (592945)**  
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, , 1998  
Well-known folk song about America by Woody Guthrie is accompanied by paintings by Kathy Jakobsen, and a biographical tribute by Pete Seeger. CD includes additional songs by Woody Guthrie. Contains: 1 book (This Land is Your Land); 1 CD (This Land is Your Land/ by Woody and Arlo Guthrie - 37:00).  
**Subjects:** American Music, Folk Music, Guthrie, Woody, Songs,  

**Tikki, Tikki Tembo: Mini Musical (593035)**  
Kit, Primary, Milliken Publishing, 1989  
Help young students perform a musical play of the Chinese folktale "Tikki Tikki Tembo". Includes directions, lyrics, narration, dance instructions, a cassette of accompaniment both with and without lyrics, and permission to perform. Contains: 1 Resource book (Little Red Hen/ by Carol B. Kaplan); 1 Audio cassette.  
**Subjects:** Children’s Literature, Folklore, China, Plays - Musical Comedy,  

**Time and the Seasons (041355)**  
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Color, , 1996  
Contains 4 Books: SEE IT FOR YOURSELF, SNOW AND ICE/ by Kay Davies & Wendy Oldfield - Describes the causes and characteristics of ice and snow and looks at their effects on nature; TIME AND THE SEASONS/ by Bobbie Kalman & Susan Hughes - Looks at clocks and watches, lunchtime, evening activities, days of the week, spring, summer, autumn, winter, and history; EXPLORING TIME/ by Gillian Chapman & Pam Robson - Projects using simple classroom materials introduce the concept of time, from minutes on a clock to an entire life span, and its relationship to the outside world; SEASONS ON THE FARM/ by Ann Larkin Hansen - Describes how each season of the year affects farmers and the work they do. 1 DVD (The Four Seasons - 15:00).  
**Subjects:** seasons, Time,  

**Tomie de Paola Resource Kit (041467)**  
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Teacher, Color, , 1998  
Supplements for teaching a unit on Tomie de Paola and his Strega Nona books. Contains: 2 Resource Notebooks: On the Wing of a Whitebird (Vol 1 & 2); 2 Rubber Stamps: "Strega Nona Loves Reading" and "Strega Nona and Friends"; 1 VHS (A Visit with Tomie de Paola - 25:00).  
**Subjects:** Authors, Children’s, Children’s Literature, de Paola, Tomie,  

**The Very Hungry Caterpillar (041358)**  
Kit, Primary, CA, , 1969  
Closed-captioned video included. 1 Miniature Book: THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR - Shows metamorphosis of a small caterpillar into a colorful butterfly at the same time teaching counting to 10 and naming the days of the week; 1 DVD (The Very Hungry Caterpillar and other Stories - 25:00 closed-captioned and 1 VHS Eric Carle: Picture Writer - 27:00); 1 Doll: Caterpillar; 8 Large food cards; 1 Teacher’s guide sheet; 1 Hand Puppet: Caterpillar that turns inside-out and becomes a butterfly; and 4-piece set of figurines (Painted Lady Butterfly life cycle stages: adult butterfly, chrysalis, larva, egg).  
**Subjects:** Carle, Eric, Children’s Literature, Insects - Fiction, Language,  

**Winter Holidays (041251)**  
Kit, Primary - Intermediate - Middle School - Junior/Senior, , 1995  
Includes 12 books: WE CELEBRATE WINTER - Multicultural celebration with songs, recipes, activities, and holidays of winter; WE CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS - Multicultural celebration with poetry, songs, activities, and traditions of Christmas; WE CELEBRATE HANUKKAH - Celebration of songs, poetry, activities, foods for Hanukkah; WE CELEBRATE FAMILY DAYS - Multicultural celebration of special days in the family such as birthdays, weddings, and more; WE CELEBRATE NEW YEAR - Multicultural new year celebrations; WE CELEBRATE VALENTINE’S DAY - Multicultural celebration of friendship and love;all by Bobbie Kalman; THE TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS/ by Brian Wildsmith - On each of the twelve days of Christmas, gifts arrive for recipient’s true love; CRAFTS FOR CHRISTMAS/ by Kathy Ross - Twenty crafts children can make from everyday materials; CRAFTS FOR VALENTINE’S DAY/ by Kathy Ross - Twenty crafts children can make from everyday materials; SHARING HANUKKAH/ by Janet McDonnell - Visiting his Jewish friend, David hears the story of Hanukkah, tastes food, joins in celebration activities; CELEBRATING VALENTINE’S DAY/ by Shelly Nielsen - Rhyming text introduces aspects of this holiday; and PRESIDENT’S DAY/ by Laura Alden - Stories and activities for George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. 4 DVDs - In the Month of Kislev/12 min; This is Emily Yeung Celebrating the Holidays/ 30 min; Merry Christmas, Splat! 8 min; Take Peace! A Corgi Cottage Christmas with Tasha Tudor/ 48 min.  
**Subjects:** Christmas, Hanukkah, Holidays, New Year’s Day, seasons,  

**World of Shapes and Colors (041287)**  
Kit, Primary, Learning Connection, 1994  
**Subjects:** Basic Concepts & Skills, Color, Size and Shape,  

**Zack’s Alligator Science Kit (594967)**  
Kit, Primary - Intermediate, Steve Spangler Science, 2004  
Zack soaks his alligator key chain in water. Try the experiment using the superabsorbant polymer model in the kit. Watch it grow in COOL water over several days, then watch it shrink as it dries. Contains 2 Books/ by Shirley Mozelle: ZACK’S ALLIGATOR - When Bridget the alligator arrives in the mail, she’s only the size of a key chain! But after Zack soaks her in water, she grows into a real live alligator. ZACK’S ALLIGATOR GOES TO SCHOOL - Bridget, the sassy gator from the Glades, returns for more high-energy fun in this sequel to Zack’s Alligator. Zack takes Bridget to school for show-and-tell, where she sings, skateboards, and generally turns the classroom upside down; 1 Polymer alligator; 1 Teacher’s guide; 2 Ziploc bags. IMPORTANT NOTE: Please dry the alligator as much as possible before returning. Place books and teacher’s guide in 1 plastic bag and the alligator in a separate plastic bag.  
**Subjects:** Alligators, Chemical Reactions, Mozelle, Shirley,